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About This Game

Railgunners is a story driven shooter, in a mix of shmup and runner genre.
Fight your way through hundreds of enemy ships, and help humanity fight back against the alien invasion!

There are 3 playable characters to choose from, each one with a unique experimental ship,
armed with powerful guns and special abilities!

To accomplish you mission you will need to smash into one the main reactors of the alien
mothership, responsible for raising a energy shield, that can only be trespassed using materials with a special frequency which

your ship are made of.

The gameplay follows a simple but challenging cycle. At the start of each round your ship will be shot through a giant Railgun,
and you will have a go against the enemy forces, the thing is, the technology necessary to use the ships consumes way too much
energy, and it will be slowly depleted until you are either shot down, or your energy ends, that will mark the end of the round
and you will be teleported back to the base. Once you are back, you can spend the DATA point that are accumulated through
your fights against the invaders, making both the Railgun and your ship stronger, so you can last longer until you finally reach

your missions objective.

Features:

- 3 playable characters with unique balancing and skills
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- 5 plus stages, each one with a challenging boss blocking your passage

- Procedural enemy placement, it’s not enough to mimic your past movements, learn to read
the enemy and act accordingly

- Defeated bosses and certain upgrades reached will unlock the beats of the story

- Challenging gameplay, be ready to sharpen your reflexes!
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Release Date: 2019
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